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deluxe collection, 
gives off elegance and 
distinction
For trendy, social, innovative
and daring parents.

That live an active, urban and high quality life. That always look for the best and enjoy 

reflecting their paternity and lifestyle in everything they do. That are looking for new 

ways and styles to combine. To enjoy moments and unique experiences full of elegance, 

distinction and style.

Different styles to combine, make an 
everyday look extraordinary!
The most luxurious 500ml thermos collection on the market, available in three different chromed 

tones, for parents of all tastes: gold, rose gold and silver. In addition, the carrying bag always 

combines perfectly with the selected tone.

 

Parents always matching with the baby thanks to the myBaby&me set, which includes a 500ml 

thermos for baby’s meals and a matching thermal bottle of the same size for dad or mom, so both 

can share their favorite style, gold, rose gold and silver.

And now you can even purchase our bottles and thermos separately.



thermy  89403 | 89404 | 89405

(500 ml)
89404 gold

(500 ml)
89405 rose

(500 ml)
89403 silver
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EXCLUSIVE CHROME EFFECT INSULATED FLASKS FOR LIQUIDS, 
500 ML, NOW SOLD SEPARATELY!

Very effective Three finishes

Triple insulating layer Easy pouring system

Anti-drip system To take anywhere

Easy cleaning Exceptional quality

Perfect for the baby’s meals

The most luxurious in the market!
The ideal insulated flasks for trendy, social and daring parents, who seek to enjoy 
moments and playful experiences full of elegance, distinction and style.

Maintains the temperature of liquids for more than 24 hours
The Miniland thermys are highly resistant and effective thanks to their dual steel wall, their 
exclusive aluminum layer and their vacuum chamber. 

Three possible colors
The Miniland range of 500ml thermy deluxe with chrome finish is available in three 
different colors, for parents of all tastes: gold, rose gold or silver.

Materials endowed with exceptional quality
The thermys are made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal 
conductivity and very good resistance to high temperatures, being the most 
appropriate material for food storage.

Easy pouring system
Parents will not spill a drop of the content thanks to the easy pouring system and the 
click on opening of thermys deluxe, that allows to open and close them with a single 
finger and without the need of unscrewing the internal lid.

Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.



thermibag  89406 | 89407 | 89408

89407 gold89406 silver 89408 rose
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SEPARATE ISOTHERMAL BAG FOR BABY’S INSULATED BOTTLES
OR FLASKS

It helps keep liquids at the desired temperature
An extra layer of insulation for the insulated flasks which protects them from ambient 
temperature changes and it helps keep drinks at the right temperature too. 

A happy touch for liquid insulated flasks of all sizes
The thermibag isothermal bags have been especially designed for 500 ml insulated 
flasks and they are available in three different finishes so that mums and dads can 
decorate the thermos flasks in their favorite color. Furthermore, they are ideal to use 
together with the Miniland thermy. 

Strong materials for more protection
Made with heavy duty materials, which protect the insulated flask from getting scuffed, 
banged around and scratched.

It is the ideal size to take with you anywhere
Perfect to use when you go for a walk or when you leave your baby in someone else’s 
care. The bag also has a very practical handle that you can hang on the stroller. 

Zip opening on the top
There is a zip opening on the top of the isothermal bag, which can be opened to use 
the thermos flask easily without even having to take it out. 

Isolating

Comfortable hanging handle

To take anywhere

Exceptional quality

Upper opening with zip



thermibag double
89321 | 89322

89321 silver 89322 rose
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DOUBLE ISOTHERMAL BAG FOR BABY BOTTLES AND THERMOS

Isolating To take anywhere

Great capacity

Convenient handle for hanging

Removable separator

High quality materials

Two are better than one
This isothermal bag has been designed to hold up to two baby bottles and keep the 
temperature for both of them. This way parents can avoid carrying more bulk than 
needed. Especially designed for twins.

Helps maintain the temperature
Thanks to its lining of insulation, the double thermibag helps conserve foods at the 
ideal temperature.

Multiple uses in the same bag
It has an internal separation to prevent the rub between the two baby bottles or 
thermos and increase the isolation. In addition, the separator is removable, creating a 
wider compartment for bottles and other larger containers.

Bottles and accessories well protected
Made with highly durable materials to protect the bottles and keep them in suitable 
conditions, as well as keep the hygiene of the accessories.

To take anywhere
The perfect size to carry anywhere. Perfect for travelling or for leaving your baby with 
someone else. Furthermore, the bag has a handle so that you can hang it to the pram 
with total comfort.

Upper opening with zip



deluxe thermy 89255 | 89256 | 89257

24h

89256 gold89255 silver 89257 rose
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EXCLUSIVE 500 ML LIQUID THERMOS, WITH CHROME EFFECT, AND 
PREMIUM ISOTHERMAL BAG, A LUXURY PACK!

Very effective Three finishes

Triple insulating layer Easy pouring system

Anti-drip system

To take anywhere

Easy cleaning 

Isothermal bag

Exceptional quality

Perfect for the baby’s meals

The most luxurious in the market!
The ideal thermos for trendy, social and daring parents, who seek to enjoy moments 
and playful experiences full of elegance, distinction and style.

Maintains the temperature of liquids for more than 24 hours
The Miniland deluxe thermos are highly resistant and effective thanks to their dual steel 
wall, their exclusive aluminum layer and their vacuum chamber. In addition, thanks to the 
extra layer of insulation provided by the transport bag that protects them from changes 
in ambient temperature, the temperature of the drinks will be maintained for even longer.

Three possible colors
The Miniland range of 500ml deluxe thermos with chrome finish is available in three 
different colors, for parents of all tastes: gold, rose gold or silver. In addition, the 
transport bag always combines perfectly with the selected tone.

The baby’s meals always ready
Parents can prepare the baby’s food at home and take it anywhere thanks to the 
carrying bag with handle to hang in the pram, making the deluxe thermos a perfect 
accessory to travel or leave the baby in charge of another person.

Materials endowed with exceptional quality
The deluxe thermos are made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low 
thermal conductivity and very good resistance to high temperatures, being the most 
appropriate material for food storage. In addition, the transportation bag is made 
with highly durable materials that improve the conservation of the thermos against 
abrasion and protects them against bumps and scratches.

Easy pouring system
Parents will not spill a drop of the content thanks to the easy pouring system and the 
click on opening of deluxe thermos, that allows to open and close them with a single 
finger and without the need of unscrewing the internal lid.

Detachable and easy to clean
Both the thermos cap, which can be used as a little glass, and the valve are 
unscrewable, facilitating the cleaning of all components.

Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.



89401 gold89400 silver 89402 rose

bottle  89400 | 89401 | 89402
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500ML INSULATED BOTTLES WITH CHROME EFFECT

Very effective Three finishes

Triple insulating layer To take anywhere

Exceptional quality

Always a match with your baby!
Our 500 ml insulated bottles are the perfect complement to our thermy insulated flasks, 
so both moms and dads and the little ones can show up in matching style.

It maintains the temperature of liquids more than 24 hours
Miniland insulated bottles are really tough and efficient thanks to their double 18/8 
steel (304 steel) wall and their vacuum chamber, so they keep liquids hot or cold 

throughout the day.

Three possible colors
The Miniland range of 500ml deluxe bottles with chrome finish is available in three 
different colors, for parents of all tastes: gold, rose gold or silver.

Reusable and durable
Made on stainless steel, it can be reused during a long period of time, prolonging 
its span life and contributing to the sustainability of the environment. This way, 
parents can teach the little ones the importance of caring and respecting the world 
they will live in.

Materials endowed with exceptional quality
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal conductivity and 
very good resistance to high temperatures, being the most appropriate material 
for food storage.



89259 gold89258 silver 89260 rose

myBaby&me  89258 | 89259 | 89260

24h
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500ML  LIQUID  THERMOS  AND  BOTTLE  SET,
WITH  CHROME  EFFECT

Very effective Three finishes

Triple insulating layer

Anti-drip system To take anywhere

Easy cleaning 

Matching parents and baby

Exceptional quality

Perfect for the baby’s meals

Always matching the baby!
The myBaby&me set includes a 500ml thermos for the baby’s meals and a matching 
thermal bottle of the same size for mom or dad, so both share their favorite style.

Style and distinction
For trendy, social and daring parents, who love to share with their babies the latest 
trends, these luxury finishes will fill them with style and distinction.

Three possible colors
The Miniland myBaby&me sets are available in three different colors depending on 
the parents taste: gold, rose gold or silver, all in an exclusive chromed finish. 

The baby’s meals and parent’s drinks always ready, anywhere
Parents can prepare the baby’s food and their favorite drinks at home and take them 
anywhere, maintaining the desired temperature for many hours.

Maintains the temperature of liquids for more than 24 hours
The Miniland myBaby&me thermos and bottles are highly resistant and effective thanks 
to their dual steel wall mde from 18/8 steel (304 steel) and their vacuum chamber, being 
able to keep the temperature of any cold or hot liquid for more than 24 hours.

Easy pouring system
Parents will not spill a drop of the content thanks to the easy pouring system and the 
click on opening of deluxe thermos, that allows to open and close them with a single 
finger and without the need of unscrewing the internal lid.

Detachable and easy to clean
Both the thermos and the bottle are detachalbe, facilitating the cleaning of all components. 
In addition, in the case of the thermos, the lid can be used as a little glass. 

Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.



89355 gold89354 silver 89356 rose

food thermy mini
89354 | 89355 | 89356
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Three finishesFor any kind of food
and mushes

Exceptional quality

Triple insulating layer

Isothermal bag

To take anywhere

Easy cleaning 

RANGE OF 280ML THERMAL CONTAINERS FOR SOLID FOODS WITH
A CHROME FINISH

Sophisticated design  
Miniland’s food thermys mini with a chrome finish are available in three different 
colors, for moms and dads of all tastes: gold, rose-gold and silver. Furthermore, its 
carrier bag always matches the tone you select perfectly.

For all types of solid foods
It is ideal from the earliest baby foods to all types of solid foods.

Materials of exceptional quality, the finest on the market!
With a double steel wall and exclusive layer of copper. Its interior is manufactured of 
18/8 steel (304 steel), which offers low thermal conductivity and great resistance to 
high temperatures. The most suitable material for conserving foods.

To take anywhere
Thanks to their small size, food thermys mini are ideal for taking anywhere. Furthermore, 
its elegant carrier bag has a handle that seals with a button, letting you hang it on the 
pram with total ease.

Ideal for feeding baby from the same container.
With a 280 ml capacity, they are suitable for feeding baby without the need to empty 
the pram/stroller with total ease.
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Room temperature: 22°C
Flask content: water

bottles
89400 to 89402
89258-2 to 89260-2

thermy
89403 to 89405
89258-1 to 89260-1

food thermy mini
89354 to 89356

304 STEEL

PP

304 STEEL

VACUUM CHAMBER

ALUMINIUM
COATING

304 STEEL

ABS

PP

SILICONE

VACUUM CHAMBER

COOPER COATING

SILICONE

304 STEEL

PP

304 STEEL

304 STEEL

304 STEEL
PP

304 STEEL

304 STEEL

ALUMINIUM COATING

VACUUM CHAMBER

SILICONE

Liquid thermos Insulated bottles Food thermos

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Capacity

Double steel layer

Insulating copper layer

Insulating aluminium layer

Size (height x width x depth)

ACCESSORIES

Click on opening

Isothermal case

89403, 89404, 89405
89258-1, 89259-1, 89260-1

thermy

89400, 89401, 89402
89258-2, 89259-2, 89260-2

bottle
89354, 89355, 89356
food thermy mini

•

•

•

500ml

•

•

26x6.5x6.5 cm

280ml

•

•

11.5x8.2x8.2 cm

500ml

•

•

24.7x6.9x6.9 cm



carebook  89327 | 89328

180º

89327 silver 89328 rose
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Upper opening with zip

To take anywhere 180° opening

High quality materials

Waterproof fabric

Always at hand for medical visits
It protects your healthcare notebook from deterioration through use and carries 
all the documentation relating to your baby so you can always find it for all your 
pediatric visits.

Documentation visible in additional compartments
Diverse compartments with a transparent pocket in different sizes let you keep both 
your healthcare book and other doctor’s cards, prescriptions or appointment cards 
well organized and in sight.

Zip seal so as not to lose any data
Make your document pouch the perfect ally for carrying in the bag on your 
stroller or vanity kit so you never forget it.

Comfortable size fits the standard
At 17x24 cm, it is the same size as the healthcare books provided by hospital maternity.

Waterproof exterior
Thanks to the waterproof fabric of the carebook, you can clean the cover quickly and 
comfortably.

HEALTHCARE BOOK COVER AND DOCUMENT POUCH



pacipocket  89324 | 89325

89324 silver 89325 rose

180º
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Pacifiers always stay clean
They protect the pacifier from impurities and external agents, keeping it always 
clean, whether at home or on a walk, carrying it comfortably and hygienically.

Handle for comfortable carrying anywhere
It includes a handle topped by a button to attach it to the cot, crib, stroller or handbag 
so you always have it handy.

With a zip seal for greater safety
It ensures the pacifier is always in perfect condition thanks to its zip seal.

Very comfortable
Its waterproof fabric is easy to clean. It also has interior strips to hold the pacifier 
so that it doesn’t fall when opened.

Upper opening with zip

To take anywhere 180° opening

High quality materials

Waterproof exterior

WOVEN PACIFIER CASE WITH A CARRY HANDLE



We support you along the way with any 
enquiry you might have

After-sales service

The after-sales service of Miniland is one of our added values and a fundamental part of 
our business strategy.

We offer support tailored to the end users, quickly responding to any enquiry or incident, 
thus releasing our points of sales from these procedures.

For this reason, we request that if any client requires our after-sales service, they be 
encouraged to get in touch with us directly.

After-sales service +34 966 557 775
tecnico@miniland.es
Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Note: Direct after-sales service is only guaranteed within the Peninsula and Balearic 
Islands. Other users will have to contact their local distributor.

Customer care service

We advise our clients in a personalised way about all of our products and services.

Our team’s manner will always be intimate, agile, and suited to the needs of each client as 
their orders are processed and any questions that may arise answered.

Customer care +34 965 564 950
ventas@miniland.es
Monday to Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Fridays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.



Pol. Ind. La Marjal I · C/ La Patronal, 10 · 03430 Onil (Alicante) SPAIN · After-sales Service+34 966 557 775 · Customer Service +34 965 564 950

minilandgroup.com


